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Abstract— In this paper, we describe a method of the surface
property measurement used for the remote control robot to
the internal survey of the afflicted building. In addition to the
wiping-motion proposed in the previous work, we propose the
separating-motion as a surface condition measurement method
and verify its effectiveness. One of the problems with the
descriptive feature of surface property proposed in previous
work is that feature points with different surface properties are
distributed at close positions in feature space. As a solution to
this problem, we propose separating-motion that can measure
the surface adhesive force. Furthermore, experiments are performed to measure the surface property using separating-motion
and wiping-motion for multiple surface properties. A total of 16
surface properties were prepared using 4 types of plates and 3
types of liquids, including the condition where the liquid was not
applied to the plates. From the experimental results, separatingmotion was able to measure the adhesive force which has a
correlation with the viscosity of the surface deposition liquid. In
addition, the feature points could be separated for each surface
condition by combining with the result of wiping-motion. This
demonstrated the effectiveness of separating-motion.
Index Terms— Surface Property, Contact Measurement,
Separating-motion, Wiping-motion

I. I NTRODUCTION
It is necessary to investigate the inside situation when a
plant or a factory is damaged, but it is dangerous for humans
to get inside directly. In such a case, robots are desirable
for surveying such environments. By using remote-controlled
robots, it will be possible for the operator to understand the
inside situation from a safe remote workplace.
Thus, such robots are required to move to places where
humans are difficult to reach. For this reason, it is required
for the robots to be tough and to have environment recognition functions and information presentation functions to the
operator. In particular, environment recognition functions are
important. There have been some studies on environment
recognition. For example, a method for creating a dense
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Fig. 1: Surface Condition Measurement Robot

three-dimensional map of a damaged buildings[1] and a
method for estimating category information from images [2],
are studied.
Inside a building such as a damaged factory, it is possible
that high-viscosity liquid such as oil and powder of a fine
particle diameter such as dust are scattered on a floor. If
robots contact such a surface, liquid or powder will adhere
to the contact area. It is an undesirable condition for the robot.
For example, if a wheeled mobile robot continues to move
after passing an oil sump, the robot cannot stop in front of
the dangerous area and it may fall and break. In another case,
even in situations where a tough leg-type robot is used, when
the robot climbs a dusty slope, it might fall over because of
the lack of sufficient frictional force.
To avoid such a failure, in addition to the toughness of
hardware, methods of presenting environmental information
to an operator and asking for instruction should be provided.
Based on the presented information, the operator can select
a path with relatively low risk for the robot.
The purpose of this study is to establish a new measurement method of surface properties such as floor surface.
We propose a mechanism that can quantitatively estimate
the difference in surface material, and can also judges the
presence or absence of sediment. On the premise to be
used by a mobile robot moving in a damaged building, the
characteristic of the sediment is also quantified. Also, we

manufacture a measuring instrument to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method.
There are two methods for surface property measurement:
vision-based and haptic-based. The vision-based measurement has an advantage that it is no need to contact to a
surface directly, but it is difficult to distinguish objects with
poor visual differences. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 1, we will
introduce a method of attaching a sensor that can obtain the
frictional force at the time of contact when a robot measures
a floor surface.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II describes related studies of surface property measurement.
The problem setting handled in this study and the task of
the previous work is explained in Section III. Section IV
explains the separating-motion that is a method to make
up for the shortfalls of previous method. Furthermore, the
effectiveness verification experiment of the proposed method
and discussion of the results are described in Section V.
Finally, a summary of the study is presented in Section VI.
II. R ELATED W ORK
There are several studies on surface estimation and slip
detection. Angelova et al.[3] performed a slip detection
and a surface estimation of a planetary exploration robot
traveling on land. In that study, a slip was measured using
the difference between the robot’s wheel rotation speed and
the vehicle movement speed, and the surface estimation
was performed in combination with image feature quantities.
Kaneko et al.[4] studied about slip detection using a biped
robot. They detected the slips using the difference between
the expected floor reaction force and the actual floor reaction
force measured from the force/torque sensor attached to the
robot leg.
Since buildings are spaces where people live in, various
situations can be considered. As mentioned in the study of
Li et al.[7], which described the relationship between the
coefficient of friction and the surface roughness, there are
various types of flooring in the human living space and also
there is a possibility of water or oil being applied. It is
desirable that a robots for a disaster response investigate
the inside of such a building, and then estimate an area
of unknown properties before entering the area. For this
purpose, a method of estimating the floor material and the
condition of its surface is required.
There have been studies about the estimation of surface
material. Liu et al.[5] studied estimation of surface material.
To estimate the surface material using the values of the
dynamic friction that was obtained when rubbing the various
type of dry surface, they used the LuGre model[6], which
is dynamic friction model. From the study, it is possible to
estimate the material of the surface from the force that can
be measured when stroking the surface.
However, the surface we are interested in might be wet

or in the presence of sediment. In this paper, we propose a
method to measure surface texture in various surface states.
III. P ROBLEM S ETTING AND A PPROACH
A. Problem Setting
The environment assumed in this study is buildings such as
damaged plants and factories. The interior of the building is
characterized by the presence of many flat floors for human
beings to live. The building is considered to be in a situation
where it may collapse and it will be difficult for people to
get in directly.
A robot introduced into such a building needs to select
and move the remaining flat surface. There are possibilities
that water and oil are scattered on the flat surface where
the robot moves. Therefore, it is considered that based on
the information of the material and the state of the surface
estimated by the robot, the robot can be moved safely by
relatively selecting the safe area among the flat surface.
The conditions set in this paper are shown below.
Target Surface:
Smooth and level surface
Surface Material:
Common indoor flooring
Surface Condition:
Dry or wet
The surface differs in softness depending on the material.
Also, the surface condition depends on the viscosity of the
liquid on the surface. Therefore, if the softness and viscosity
can be obtained, it is considered that the surface properties
can be estimated.
B. Previous Work
We aimed to establish the surface property measurement
method and proposed a new measurement method called
wiping-motion [8].
Wiping-motion refers to motion of stroking the surface
while applying a load. By applying wiping-motion to the
surface, the resistance of the surface is measured. The resistance consists of dynamic friction and surface reaction force
and changes depending on the material and condition of the
surface. Moreover, the size of resistance force changes by the
speed to stroke the surface (called wiping-velocity) vw .
The schematic diagram of wiping-motion is shown in Fig.
2. The resistance force fr will be described by the equation
below.
fr

=

fd + fsr ,

(1)

fsr

=

fn + fs ,

(2)

fr .

(3)

|fr | =

Here, fd is dynamic friction, fn is normal reaction, and fs
is shear force. Also, the resultant force of fn and fs is the
surface reaction force fsr . Wiping-motion is an operation
that can be measured by fr .

Fig. 2: Schematic of Wiping-motion. fd and fsr correspond
to the dynamic friction force and the surface reaction force,
respectively. fsr consists of surface normal force fn and
surface shearing force fs . These are the components of the
resistance force fr .

Fig. 4: Selected surfaces. The breakdown is PVC sheet,
linoleum, acrylic board, and stainless board. All of the
surfaces are non-absorptive and their hardness differs from
each other.

Fig. 3: Schematic of Measurement Apparatus. The apparatus
is constructed by 6-axis force sensor, passive joint, contact
plate and cover metal, lifting-up arm, and motor.

To realize wiping-motion, we used the measurement apparatus shown in Fig. 3. This apparatus needs to have highrobustness because it will be used in the afflicted building
where people are not able to enter. As a method of achieving
this high-robustness, it is conceivable not to use a sensor
array with elaborate sensors or not to use a complex structure.
This device measures resistance by using a single 6-axis force
sensor. Also, by providing a passive rotary shaft, it responds
to the wave of the object surface.
In the previous work, the resistance force of four kind
surface shown in Fig. 4 was measured by wiping-motion.
Each surface had three conditions of “condition not applying
liquid (Clean)”, “condition applying water (Water)”, and
“condition applying salad oil (Salad Oil)”. Wiping-velocity
vw was changed from 0.1 m/s to 0.7 m/s in increments of
0.1 m/s.
From the result of the experiment, we proposed the feature
vector that describes the surface property. The proposed
feature values are “Average Resistance Force (Ravg )” and
“Average Resistance Variation (Vavg )” and are defined as the

Fig. 5: Feature Points of Surface State. The vertical axis
Average Resistance Force corresponds to the average of fr in
all of vw . The horizontal axis Average Resistance Variation
corresponds to the average of the change amount of fr per
each vw . These values are calculated by equations (4) and
(5).

following equations:
Ravg

≡

N
1 ∑ (i)
f ,
N i=1 r

(4)

Vavg

≡

N −1
1 ∑ (i+1)
(f
− fr(i) ),
N − 1 i=1 r

(5)
(i)

Where N of each equation is the number of vw and fr
is the median value of fr in i-th vw . Ravg is the feature
that expresses the surface material. Vavg is the feature that
expresses the surface condition.
In Fig. 5, there is a graph of these feature points. From
this graph, it was found that the feature points tended to

Fig. 6: Schematic of separating-motion.

gather for each surface property. It was also found that the
alignment of the vertical axis was correlated with the surface
softness. From the above, the effectiveness of wiping-motion
in surface property measurement was proofed.

C. Problem and Solution of the Previous Work
To observe the overall distribution of proposed feature
points, there are feature points at close positions of different
surface property. (e.g., (a), (b), (c).) In the case of (a), it
may not be possible to determine the presence or absence of
liquid in the soft surface material. In the case of (b), there
is a common point that the measured resistance is low, but
it is difficult to determine whether the resistance is due to
the hard surface material or the influence of the nature of
the deposited liquid. Furthermore, in case (c), although the
surface condition is the same, it is difficult to distinguish the
surface material.
Those (a) and (b) are targeted for a different surface
property and (c) is targeted for different surface materials
in the same surface condition. In particular, cases (a) and
(b) are problems to be solved in terms of surface property
measurement.
Due to the fact that the surface condition is different, these
feature points are considered to be able to be separated by
feature quantities that depend only on the surface condition.
In other words, it is considered that adding features that
represent surface conditions independently of wiping-motion
is a solution to this problem.
Thus, in this paper, we propose separating-motion which
can measure surface condition in addition to wiping-motion.
Separating-motion is an operation that separates the target
surface and the measuring device. When removing the device
from the surface, the reaction force that depends on the
surface condition is measured.
To realize separating-motion, just lift the wiping-device
slightly from the target surface. Therefore, it is possible to
reuse the wiping-device and it can be realized only by adding
the vertical movement mechanism to lift the device.

Fig. 7: Schematic of Apparatus for Realizing separatingmotion

IV. S EPARATING - MOTION
A. The Principle of Separating-motion
The separating-motion is the motion that separates two
surfaces in contact. The adhesive force can be measured by
this motion.
As shown in Fig. 6, we consider pulling and peeling of
two smooth surfaces in contact with each other via a viscous
fluid such as water or oil. At this time, using the separating
speed vp and the viscous damping coefficient c, the generated
viscous resistance force fv is expressed by the following
equation.
f v = c · vp
(6)
Since the viscosity damping coefficient c depends on the
liquid viscosity η, it is considered that fv has different values
when the type of liquid changes.
This viscous resistance force fades when the surfaces
separate completely. So, we define the maximum value of
fv as the adhesive force fad with the equation below.
fad

≡ max (fv )

(7)

∝ max (fr )

(8)

Furthermore, we define the adhesive viscosity ηad as the
impulse per unit area with the equation below.
∫
1 tm
ηad ≡
fr dt
(9)
A ts
It is worth noting that A corresponds to the contact area and
ts and tm are the time when separating-motion starts and the
time when fr becomes fad . Adhesive viscosity ηad is named
after the unit of liquid viscosity.
These are the features that will express the surface condition. Additionally, using separating-motion, fad and ηad can
be measured.
B. Measurement Apparatus
The components to realize separating-motion can be considered as shown in Fig. 7. This apparatus is configured by
combining the device shown in Fig. 3 with a motor and a
lifting-up arm.

applying water (Water)”, “condition of applying machine oil
(Machine Oil)”, and “condition of applying salad oil (Salad
Oil)”. It is worth noting that the viscosity of the air was
described as Clean viscosity in the table.
TABLE I: Floor Materials List

Fig. 8: Measurement Procedure

When applying separating-motion, the motor connected to
the arm rotates at a certain angle. The lifting-arm scoops
up the link that is connected passive pivot and force sensor.
The link will be lifted up when the arm makes a contact
with the link, then the sensor section will be separated from
the measurement target surface. It is worth noting that this
lifting-up arm is not affected by the rotation of the link while
applying wiping-motion.

Name
PVC
Linoleum
Acrylic
Stainless

Scratch Hardness[M P a]
0.509
1.203
5.092
4.456

TABLE II: Liquids List
Name
Clean
Water
Machine Oil
Salad Oil

Viscosity (η) [mPa·s]
1.82×10−2
1.0
14.4
52.5

C. Measurement method
The adhesive force can be measured to lift up in the
constant separating speed using separating-motion. Due to
the fact that this action is independent of wiping-motion, they
have high affinity.
Surface property measurement is performed with a combination of separating-motion and wiping-motion described in
Fig. 8. The procedure is the repetition of (1) to (3) below.
(1)
Measure the adhesive force fad using separatingmotion.
(2)
Measure the resistance force fr using wipingmotion in constant wiping-velocity vw .
(3)
Change wiping-velocity vw .
There are two advantages in measuring with this procedure.
In wiping-motion, the resistance from the surface remains at
the moment of stopping. Thus, if wiping-motion is repeated
continuously, a measurement error occurs. To eliminate this
measurement error, a reset operation by lifting the sensor part
is required. Since separating-motion is an operation of lifting
the sensor from the surface to be measured, the sensor reset
operation can be performed simultaneously when measuring
fad .

Fig. 9: Measurement Apparatus and Wheel Type Robot. The
figure on the top left is an apparatus appearance. The figure
on the top right is an appearance of wheel type robot. The
measurement device is attached to the front edge of the robot.
The figure on the bottom left is the arm position before
separating-motion. The figure on the bottom right is the arm
position after separating-motion.

V. R ESULT AND D ISCUSSION
A. Experiment Method
In the experiment, the plate materials shown in Fig. 4 are
used. Their hardness is described in Table I. These hardness
values are acquired by the spring loaded type surface scratch
test [9].
Table II describes the surface condition and liquid viscosity
set in this experiment. The breakdown of surface conditions
are “condition of not applying liquid (Clean)”, “condition of

The measurement apparatus and the robot used in the
experiment are shown in Fig. 9. The measurement apparatus
are configured using components described in IV-B. The
wheel type mobile robot i-Cart mini [10] are used as the
measurement robot and the force sensor CFS034 [11] made
by Leptrino inc., are used to measure resistance force. This
sensor’s rated values are 150 N in X, Y axis, and 300 N in
Z axis. The length of the link that connects the force sensor

Fig. 10: Distribution of the adhesive force fad and the
adhesive viscosity ηad . This figure describes distribution of
the adhesive feature. The horizontal axis corresponds to
adhesive force fad and vertical axis corresponds to adhesive
viscosity ηad . All plus markers are measured points.

and passive pivot is designed as 110 mm. Dynamixel AX18A made by Robotis inc., is used as the motor connected
to the lifting-up arm. Also, the link, the arm, and the contact
plate are made of ABS resin. The contact plate was covered
with stainless steel sheet and was equipped with a weight of
800 g on the top of the force sensor.
The area applying the liquid is narrower than the distance
between the left and right wheels of the robot. Thus, only
the contact plate is touched in the area while measurement.
Wiping-velocity vw was changed from 0.1 m/s to 0.5 m/s
in increments of 0.1 m/s.
B. Result
Figure 10 shows the distribution of fad and ηad measured
by separating-motion. All feature points indicated by plus
markers tend to be distributed collectively for each surface
condition. In the condition of Clean and Water, the distribution of feature points have small variances and are relatively
integrated. However, the distribution of Machine Oil and
Salad Oil condition have large dispersion, but they tend to
be grouped by the surface conditions.
C. Discussions
Comparing fad on the horizontal axis in Fig. 10 with η in
Table II, fad increases as η increases. However, the tendency
of ηad shown in the vertical axis of Fig. 10 is different from
the tendency of fad . The magnitude comparison of the η in
the condition of Clean and Water is Clean < W ater, but
in ηad it is W ater < Clean. Therefore, it is considered that
fad is suitable as an alternative index of η.
Figure 11 shows the distribution of the feature points.
They are obtained using the median of fad and the feature

Fig. 11: Feature Points.

quantities shown in Eqs. (4) and (5). In this graph, the median
of fad is used as the vertical axis. The feature points are
distributed at different positions for each of Vavg , Ravg ,
and fad . In particular, the feature points of different surface
properties can be roughly separated for each surface condition
since fad is different for each surface condition. The tendency
of feature points distribution for each surface condition is
described below.
Clean，Water:
Feature points are gathered for each surface material. The distribution positions between the materials are separated.
Machine Oil:
Feature points are gathered for each surface material. The distribution positions between the materials are close.
Salad Oil:
All feature points are collected in one place regardless of the surface material.
(a), (b) and (c) in Fig. 11 correspond to (a), (b) and (c) in
Fig. 5 In Fig. 11, it can be shown using fad that feature points
are distributed distinctly in separated positions. The feature
points of PVC-Clean and PVC-Water are distributed at close
position in (a) in Fig. 5, but in Fig. 11, they are distributed
in different position because of different values of fad and
distributed in different positions. The same difference can
be said in (b) in Fig. 5, the distribution position of feature
points of PVC-Salad Oil and Stainless-Clean. Therefore, it
is considered that the task described in III-C can be solved
by using fad . In other words, it is considered that separatingmotion works effectively as a surface condition measurement
method.
In Fig. 11, Machine Oil and Salad Oil tended to gather

feature points regardless of the surface material. This is
considered to be the effect of viscous friction of the liquid.
Compared to water, machine oil and salad oil have higher
viscosity. When stroking with applying a load to a surface
to which water is applied, it causes viscous friction fd and
shear force fs from the surface. However, due to the fact that
liquid like oil has a higher viscosity than water, when stroking
the surface in which oil applied, it is thought that fs hardly
occurs. Since fs is considered to change depending on the
surface material, it is considered that the difference of feature
points became small in high viscosity liquid condition.
Separating-motion was found to be effective for measuring the surface condition to which the liquid was applied.
However, when the sediment is a powder such as dust
and sand, the measurement condition may be difficult with
simple separating-motion because it has less viscosity than
liquid. In addition, if the surface itself is sticky (for example,
natural rubber degraded by oil), it may be misinterpreted as
a condition in which high viscosity liquid is deposited. As
a method that can estimate the surface of such a condition
correctly, cooperating with visual information and applying
separating-motion in various directions can be considered.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this study, we proposed the surface property measurement method used for the remote control robot in an internal
survey of the affected building. The surface property varies
depending on the combination of surface material and surface
condition. In the previous work, we proposed wiping-motion
as a surface property measurement method and a descriptive
feature value of the surface property. The distribution of
descriptive features has the problem that the feature points
are distributed close to each other despite different surface
properties. To separate them, we proposed separating-motion
as a method to measure the viscosity of the liquid applied
to the surface. Separating-motion is highly compatible with
wiping-motion and can be realized by simply adding a lifting
mechanism to the apparatus.
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, experiments were performed on all the 16 surface properties.
In the experiment, the adhesive force fad and the adhesive
viscosity ηad was measured using separating-motion.
In the discussion, we explained that due to the fact that
fad changes with liquid viscosity, it is as suitable as an
alternative index of η. Also, we showed that fad solves the
problem of descriptive features, and showed the effectiveness
of separating-motion.
The following three items can be mentioned as the future
works.
• Proposing of measurement operation that can measure
the condition of powder deposition
• Reducing the size and weight of the apparatus
• Creating surface property estimator
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